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social practice to prevail over a present and objecting co-tenant, his disputed invitation, without 

more, gives a police officer no better claim to reasonableness in entering than the officer would 

have in the absence of any consent. .. Disputed permission .. .is no match for this central value of 

the Fourth Amendment." 

In the thirteen years since the Randolph holding, no New York case has directly applied 

the holding in the context of officers entering to make an arrest. It has been cited in cases where 

a defendant seeks to suppress evidence recovered as the result of a contraband search 1• See e.g. 

People v. Grillo, 128 A.D.3d I 103 (3d Dep't 2015); People v. Watson, 101 A.D.3d 913 (2d 

Dep't 2012). Other jurisdictions, however, have applied Randolph in the contexts of arrests. See 

United States,,_ Williams, 574 F. Supp. 2d 530 (W.D. Pa. 2008) ("As the Supreme Court has 

settled the issue of consent to enter and search given by one co-tenant over the objection of a 

present co-tenant, this Court similarly finds that the objection of one co-tenant can override the 

consent of another co-tenant with regard to permission granted to a police officer to enter a 

residence and arrest the co-tenant."); United States v. Dixon, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 127827 

(W .D. Mo. 2010) (Citing Randolph, federal district court found that ma]e co-tenant's express 

refusal of consent invalidated the female cotenant's consent); Ohl.sen v. County of San Joaquin, 

2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20110 (E.D. Cal. 2008) (Although male occupant explicitly refused 

consent to officers' entry on a domestic ca11, they argued that they had obtained consent to enter 

1 I also note that the NYPD Student Guide chapter on Search and Seizure does not cite Georgia i·. Randolph on this 
point, but echoes its holding in directing officers that "In mutually possessed areas. if both persons are present and 
one objects to the search and the other consents, the objection given by the one person would invalidate the other's 
consent." The chapter on arrest<; pro"ides no similar caveat, thereby creating potential confusion when it comes to 
warrantless entries to arrest where lhere is a consent dispute. 

While additional retraining on Fourth Amendment issues may be beneficial to Respondents, as it would likely be for 
any officers assigned to a Police Service Area, it is beyond the scope of what this Tribunal may recommend. 
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Based on the Respondents' overall admirable and professional behavior in this difficult setting, 

as well as on their exemplary service records, I find that this is not an appropriate penalty. The 

Respondents entered into a very chaotic situation. They showed remarkable restraint in light of 

people yelling, a woman pushing one of them, dogs barking and the presence of two people who 

had been identified by injured victims as having recently committed a violent assault. In such a 

setting, it is somewhat understandable that trying to make legal determinations on the specific 

and nuanced issue of conflicting consents would have proved quite challenging. 

A review of Respondents' respective service records shows that none of these officers 

have any prior disciplinary adjudications. Each officer has worked in PSA 5 for at least four 

years and all received 4.5 performance ratings on their most recent evaluations. Each Respondent 

has been awarded several medals, including notably a Medal for MeriUValor awarded to 

Respondent Baresi. In at least two other cases where officers with similarly strong service 

records committed technical, but relatively minor violations of the Fourth Amendment with no 

aggravating factors, those respondents received a Letter of Reprimand, rather than a forfeiture of 

penalty days. See Disciplinary Case Nos. 2014-12228 & 12229 (Feb. 22, 2016) (two four-year 

police officers with no disciplinary records reprimanded for crossing the threshold of an 

apartment to attempt an arrest without having necessary probable cause that the man committed a 

crime. ln making a penalty recommendation, the Trial Commissioner emphasized their 

unblemished disciplinary records); Disciplinary Case No. 2014-11415 (Jan. 8, 2016) (twenty-

three year detective with no disciplinary record reprimanded for wrongfully entering an 

apartment without sufficient legal authority. Respondent's assumption, based on an alleged 

single physical movement by the occupant, that he had been granted pennission to enter 
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constituted an insufficient basis for him to reasonably conclude that he had obtained truly 

voluntary consent to enter. The Trial Commissioner emphasized respondent's lack of 

disciplinary history and strong perfonnance evaluations in making the penalty recommendation). 

1n light of the totality of the circumstances surrounding the Respondents' entry into the 

apartment, as well as my review of their unblemished and commendable records, l recommend a 

Letter of Reprimand as a penalty for each of them. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ni/l��
Assistant Deputy Commissioner Trials 










